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LAND LAWS

SILVER CITY,

N. M., WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER 2, 1895.

OF MEXICO. these,

as is well known, have their origin in uncultivated or national lands adLand Titles in Mexico are Not Very judicated or sold on denouncement; for
purchase or contract of demarcation, beSecure.
ing in the latter case when the government has reserved
of the disFor a
Time There Has Heeu Confui-ilu- covered
uncultivated
to the
lands
giving
at the True Importance of
markets of the boundary, or their comTitles Granted by the Federal
panies, the other third in payment of
Government.
the expenses of the survey. They are
also given on the surplus lands of one or
Recently there appeared in The Remore properties which have actually
public an article on land titles and the
been subject to "composition."
various deeds and grants oí this RepubNo other titles are necessary in lands
lic. In order that Americans contení:
of
common distribution than those that
plating the acquisition of lands in Mexico may have a clear understanding of in civil matters are required, since it
,
the titles, deeds and orther instruments, has been declared, by competentauthor-ityof
the
coproprietors
large
that
these
the Mexican Information Bureau has
made an abstract of the land laws of or small estates have the power to do
Mexico. As St. Louisans are interested what they please with the land ; that is
in Mexico, the article will no doubt lie to say, what any other proprietor would
do with land belonging to him. In conof benefit to them.
For a long time there has been a griev- sequence these lands do not need a title
ous confusion as to the true importance from the Department of Fomento nor
from any municipal or political authoriof titles granted directly by
two-thir-

n

the Federal

Govern men t, those from the Secretary ty, and their owners are the legitimate
of Fomento; with those that have or proprietors. Lands of common distrihave had their origin in laws passed by bution común repartimiento, properly
are those that by whatsoever
the Supreme Government, and which
legal
were acquired by the inhabititle
have precisely the same weight and
of
towns that possess them,
tants
the
value as if they had been given by the
diSecretary of Fomento. The confusion and lietwceii whom they should lie
in
vided
due
of
as
in
case
tho
proportion
consists in the belief that only the tilles
civil
any
other
property
or
inheritance.
which the Secretary of Fomento gives,
By the constitution the lands which
or has given, are valid, thus leaving invalid those granted by the Secretary of were possessed "in common" by the inHacienda for mortmain and originating habitants of those towns to which the
in tlie orders of the secretary in accor- said commons were conceded, for the
dance with the laws relating thereto. use of wood cutting, pasture and extenAs a logical consequence of this regret- sion of the town, and which were contable confusion, a want of confidence trolled by the municipal goverment,
has sprung up on the part of the foreign should revert to the dominion of the nabuyers who only look for titles from the tion, to whom by right of reversion they
Spanish Crown or the Secretary of Fo- belong. Rut the law of June 25, 1856,
mento, and from this comes the frequent in equity, disposed that they should be
revision and examination of these titles, divided amongst the heads of families in
respective proportion. And when the
whose validity in many cases is
but which nevertheless ap- division has been made, and the notice
pear defective because it pleases the per- in due form given to the Secretary of
sons commissioned to give opinions on Fomento through the Governor of the
State, the Secretary has always, on pethem to so declare.
e,

In the lirst place come those of the
Spanish Crown. These, in general, have
their origin in grants made to the "conquistadores," to the conquered, to the
heirs of others, to the towns which were
then formed, and those which were
knight from the King of Spain.
In the second place appear the titles
given by tin Secretary of Fomento, and

tition and gratis, granted the respective
Federal title in confirmation of the right
acquired on said revision by each of the
interested parties.
Tho Secretary of the Interior issued a
Bupreme circular relative to this, and in
conformity therewith the municipal
authorities, and with them the Jefe
Politico, almost always in the same doc

PRICE
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ument, extended the writings called for,
the which in part corresponding to the
towns that requested them, are and
must be legal, as up to the present time
no property of this class has been disputed nor put in doubt. Consequently
these titles are in themselves legal and
protect fully the lands therein expressed.
When these are granted in due form
they are equal to good and indisputable.
The "fundo legal" was the Bpace included from the paza or church porch of
the town when founded, 600 varas in
every direction. But there are towns
which have no "fundo legal" designed,
and others that by special concessions
have larger extensions. This ground
was given to the persons who became
the first inhabitants of the town, and
was divided between them in plots of
2,500 varas each, and in some cases
proprietor
one
more. Afterwards
"fundo legal" and erected a ranch or
the rienda, where there should only
have existed a town. In the present
day the city governments sometimes
concede land of the "fuedo legal" by
gratuitous or for purchase, to those persons desirous of settling and who wish
to erect houses and cultivate a small
plots.
Somo of these are titles of the Spanish
crown (grant, for benevolence or
not that these in the orignal
were other than faulty, since there are
titles which are defective, according to
that famous "composition" or some
latter arrangement with the Mexican
Government. These titles generlaly
cover larger extentions than they call
for, but these surpluses have been understood to be within the boundaries
from time immemorial, and are so considered. When these titles were "compounded" they ran no risk whatever, as
the special Judges of lands and waters
of the Government of the viceroys were
empowered When they were expressed
for that purpose to declare free from
denouncements and claims tho surplus
lands comprehended in the boundaries,
whether right or wrong, of the property,
no other person being allowed afterwards
to declare himself the owner of such surplus, except the proprietor who "compounded" them. To "compound" was
to pay the Judge a certain sum, agreed
on mutually, to declare that there was
no surplus or overmeasurement in those
lands whose boundaries were pivon with.
pur-chas-
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inoro or less precision, and in case there
was a surplus the title was renouuced
in favor of the "compounders," the
property being thus protected by the
vice-regGovernment, and continued
under the same protection by the Federal Goverment until the present day.
When in the judgement of the proprietor he believes he has more lands,
that is to say, a greater extent than
that fixed in his title deeds, and being
sure that they were properly "compounded," he may ask, according to law
in force, for a new survey and that the
surplus land be sold to him. This can
be obtained without dillioulty on such
procedure.
It has been urged that the actual measurements require much legal form and
are surrounded by difficulties at times
almost insurmountable, but a slight examination of the law will convince the
most obstinate and least intellgent of the
contrary.
The new law concerning uncultivated
lands has been conscientiously studied
and considered in view of the innumerable cases formely presented for legal
procedure and allotted in theotlice of the
Secretary of Fomento. These allotments
will reach, without exaggeration, 20,000
s
or 30,000, of which
have been
finally concluded.
That there are many imperfect and
questionable title deeds is not to Iks
doubted; but to Bay that a perfect title
cannot be secured in Mexico is very different, and it should suffice to see the
amount of capital invested in farms and
ranches to convince one that there good
titles, weather they originate from the
Spanish Crown or the Department of
Femento, and which have neither lawsuit nor questions pending. But unfortunately the rich proprietors who possess
these magnificent estates do not care to
get rid of them and still less do they wish
to cut them up or colonize them.
It is not these large landed proprietors,
but others, that have given rise to the
want of confidence.
The latter are the owners of a small
farms who are at law with their neigh-b- o
in, with the towns or with the landholders; those owners, who wishing to
sell their proierty, place it in the hands
of agents more or less unscrupulous and
tricky, who, without telling the truth,
whilst knowing it , make contracts of sale
with foreigners, who, on examination of
the tilles, find themselves grossly deceived and that instead of having made a
good purchase, they have simply taken
the place of the former owner in a lot of
lawsuits pending and to come. Perhaps
thoee parties who had been deceived in
this manner are responsible for the statement that in Mexico it is very.diliieult. to
obtain a legal title deed. But. in justice
to the country, they should say that
they haveliecn cheated ty agents and
two-third-
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proprietors, giving the names of the
swindlers, so that the public would lie
able to look out for them, and avoiding
thus fresh motives for speaking badly of
a nation that, like Mexico, is endeavoring to go ahead and to attract to its immeasurable and incalculable riches all
those foreigners, who, with their contingent of capital and labor, come to aid
us in unfolding those riches, both private
and public, which for many years have
been lying dormant, but which now,
thanks to the progressive policy of the
Government of General Diaz, are being
skillfully developed and are commencing
in a noteworthy manner to give results
that are drawing the attention of the
whole world. And this policy is worthy
of being helped in its aims instead of being attracted on frivolous pretexts such
as the dilliculty of obtaining satisfact-tor- y
titles to lands in Mexico. St. Louis
Republic.
IN SOUTH

AFRICA.

What n California Miner Thinks of The
New Laud of Gold,
J. F. Morton writes as tollows to the
Tombstone Prospector from Buluwayo.
A few remarks on Matabeland, the
couniry now attracting the attention of
the mining and speculative world, from
a mining man may not be amiss.
Unable longer to resist the desire to
visit Africa and view for myself the
land of gold, I some fifteen months ago
left California and in due time reached
Johannesberg, which place is too well
known to require any description here.
Suffice it to say that although reports
of the gold extracted are no exaggeration nuil that the mines surpass in extent everything yet discovered, it is no
place for a miner or mechanic. All
work with the exception of a
few machine men, is done by Kaffirs
who receive an average of $12 a month
and board, which later consists of corn
meal only. They soon liecome quite expert with the hammer and drill.
The average width of the reef is from
one foot to seven, and is very hard.
The average yield of the rand is 12 pwt.
per ton. All branches of industry are
overcrowded. Machine drill men receive $22.50 per week ; overseers, $15 to
20 per week, not including hoard which
!oHif :0 to $35 per month. Other mechanics are not well paid, and as fur
clerk." there is absolutely no demand,
and ifliO per month without hoard is considered good wages.
under-

-ground

In Buluwayo or Matabeleland the
conditions are much the same with the
exception that at present there are no
mines working and the country instead
of being self supporting is sustained by
the money spent by prospectors and
syndicates.
That there are pa.,ing gold lH'aring

195.
ledges here is established beyond question, but as yet few reefs have been

sufficiently developed to justify the
erection of batteries so far as work has
been pushed. While they are mt rich
a great many have been found that will,
with the advantages this country offers
of cheap labor pay to work, and some
few give promise of future richness.
The wages paid to white miners hero
is fro in $4 to $5 per day, not including
board, which costs from $35 to $40 per
month. There is very little demand tor
for mechanics of any kind. Carpenters
and bricklayers receive from $4 to $5
per day, with very little to do.
The expense of getting here from the
United States is over $500, occupying a
period of seven weeks continums travel.
To those contemplating coming to this
country I can say it is most necessary to
be well provided with money; ono
should have at least $2000 to make the
venture. Should it be his intention to
prospect it will le necessary to sink a
a shaft at least 30 feet and in many cases
75 feet. This is a country where provisions are expensive and requires an outlay of $250 to $500, and many shafts have
to bo sunk before a payable reef can bo
found. As the demand for good reel's
far exceeds the supply, only a small
amount of ready money can be realized.
It is impracticable for a' prospector to
hold his claim for a rise in value, tor he
is required to sink or drive an additional 60 feet each year. The charter comof all
f
pany takes an undivided
mining property and furnishes no part
of the funds necessary for development.
one-hal-

It

Nevvr FhIIh.

Harris & Buquo, Erin, Tenn, manufacturers of the celebrated Erin Line,
have in their employ, in the various departments of their business several
hundred men. The firm writes to the
Druminoud Medicine Co., 48 Maiden
of
Lane, New York, in great prai.-Drummond's Lightning Uemeny for
Rheumatism, and say they have cured
four cases with it, and that it has not
failed in a single instance. The remedy
always gives satisfaction. Send $5 to
the Drninmond .Medicine Co., and they
will ship to your address two large littles a month's treatment by return
express. Agents wanted.
c

Kxrui-Hlo-

ItiilcH.

Between (ho dales of June 1st and
September 30ih,the A:chison,Topi kaand
Santa Fe Railroad Co., w ill sell from
Silver City, round trip tirkeis In various
eastern ami northern points at greatly
reduced rates, limited for return until
October 31st, 1895.
Having recently shortened our time
from Silver City to eastern points, we
are now in position to place our patrons
in Kansas City. St. Louis, or Chicago,
twelve hours ahead of any other line,
our Eating Houses are unequaled, roadbed smooth, and equipment modern.
For further inlormation regarding
rates, limits, connections, etc. call upon
H. M. Stecker, Agent, Silver City, or
address E. Capeland, General Agent
at El Paso, Texas.
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Cards are out announcing the

2.

ltttt.

inar- -

rige of Dick Neff to Miss Bee Moore at
the bride's residence in this city this
Notes of Happenings Purely evening at 8 o'clock by the Rev. Edward
Local.
The newly married couple
S. Cross.
at once, at
will begin housekeeping
of KiMtclulilii l'uraf(rHlift. Which their home near the Brockman residence
.Should Not Imi Overlooked
which has been (it led up in view of the
IS V Our Headers.
happy event. The Haoi.k'h best wishes

people

wl?o

mm mmm

m m ill

are with them.
Mrs. Agnes Walker, of Eddy, and her
daughters, Gracie ami Mamie a'-- in Sil
"IftVEBEEli
ver City, visiting their old friends here.
Mrs. Walker was formerly a resident
-here and may conclude ;o remain in the
city for the winter. Miss Gracie is a
vocalist of great promise, possessing a
ARE THOSE WHO HAVE
voice of wonderful clearness and com
WITH
FAILED TO TRADE
pass. Mrs Walker and her daughters
weeks'.
L. A. Skelly in making extensive im will be cordially welcomed.
Ex- - Governor E. G. Ross, formerly of
provemeuts on his property on Droad
i
now fitting up rooms for the Headlight, has completed his book,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
wav. He
of the impeachment trial of President
a photograph gallery.
Dealer In
Jli-- s Dicie Moore returned
last even Johnson and will have the same printed FRUITS AND CONFECTIONERY
in this territory. The work will be in
lug from her California trip. She came
Cigars, Tobacco, Notions, etc.
from a historical
home to attend the wedding of her sis tensely interesting
Books, Stationery and Pe
Ross was an
as
Governor
and
standpoint
ter. She is greatly improved in health
of
riodicals of all Kinds,
tliatj
active participant in the scenes
At Lone Mountain, on Thursday even famous occasion, he is exceptionally
STORE.
POSTOFFICE
ing oí his week, at 7.ÜÜ services will he well equipped for the authorship.
Headheld, at In; selioolhouse, hy Hev. Cross light.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER CITY,
oí his f it y. All are cordially invited.
The Trice combination of seven colored
Services in. the Episcopal church, next comedians guve a pleasing entertainment
Sunday, as usual, hy Hev. Edward S at Bulpitt's Hall last evening. The
Cross. The hour of evening service will show is a great deal better than those
liu changed to 7.Ü0. All are cordially usually offered us. Not for a long time
invited.
has Bishop enjoyed such a laugh. To'
George (1. Skelly and wife came up night they will give a new bill of fare
from .Mexico for a short visit here to L. that will no doubt be as pleasing as their
A. Skelly. Mr. Skelly returned to Mexformer one. After the performance a
ico last Friday, hut Mrs. Skelly will relance will be given. From here they
will continue down the valley, giving
main here for six weeks.
The new Bennett Opera House will lie performances in all the towns.
There may be some additions to the
opened about, ihe 20th by the presentation hy home talent of the operetta, assessment roll of Grant coiintv for 1895.
"Little Golden Locks, and Three Hears," Under the law the assessor is required,
upon the discovery of errors, under val
rehearsals for which are now on.
n m .,r !...
the taxes uations (intentional or otherwise), or
The assessment rolls-wi- th
assessments,
make
correct
to
omissions
extended, for 18!." have lieen completed
re- ttMINAM
by Assessor Chulei'S, assisted by .1. J. and the board of commissioners are
prop
where
persons
notify
to
the
inired
1
will
rolls
The
Carr.
and
Sheridan
1.
be submitted for approval hy the county erty is so assessed to appear and show
commissioners at their meeting next cause whv such assessment should not
be made. A number of such notices
C. H. FARGO 4 CO. turna.
Monday.
ia-aomarket T. CHICAGO
recently.
sent
out
have
The Trice Plantation, Co., are all
For Sale by
The regular meeting of the board of
of color; they are not blackened and
county commissioners for the present
deceive;
occasion
they
to
for
fixed up
the
month will lie Held next .Mommy.
sing the songs of their own black folks,
and if you fail to hear them Thursday
J. W. Cartbr, Cashier
Tuos. F. Conway, Vice Fres.
John Buockmax, Pres.
night, you will miss a great treat. Re
3539.
served seats on sale at I'orterfield's Drug
store. Reserve seats 20 cents.
The troops which has been ordered
transferred from Fort Bayard to Fort
Reno, Indian Territory will move today
nnd the two com minies of the 7th Caval
.
SILVER CITY, N. M.
ry who will replace them are expected
SURPLUS $14,000.
CAPITAL $50,000.
in within two or three days. The troops
Bullion.
Silver
Hold
on
and
Adnin" mo'l"
going to Fort Reno will go by rail from
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.
DEPOSITS SOIJr.T.JJK
Hall on the Silver City & Northern

church next
Sunday. All are cordially invited.
for
The llroadway Hold will Ik?
occupancy by the middle of October.
The cold snap on Sunday and Monday
resul ling in a busy time to the stove men.
The new depot in under roof and will
he readv for occupancy within two
Services ut the

M.

K.

.

.....

I

LEiTflSTiW-

BISHOP.

BAXTER

I

I

I

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
o

la-e-

C.C. Shoemaker.

The

Sita

City National Bank
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PERSONAL PALAVER.
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Col. S. P. Carpenter was in from Sa- pcllo yesterday. He went to Dennng on

the morning train.
Mention of People You Do and Do
Rrincr vnur inb work to Tins Eagi.e of
Not Know.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Other Interesting Matter Which Can He
Judge. Bantz returned Sunday from
Rend With Profit lly All Our
Las Cruces where he has been holding
court for the past two weeks.
Townspeople.
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
Store. To make room for new goons, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Home Made candy at Win. Rose's.
Express Agent W. C. Marriott and fam
AVilliani Walker has returned to Silily left on Monday's train on a month's
ver City.
to friends in Indiana and Ohio.
visit
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
The only place to get fresh home
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at made candy in Silver City is at Win.
Rose's, next door to Abralnn s uariier
Robinson's.
shop.
Mr. W. B. Walton returned from Las
Chat ley Holson of Lone Mountain and
Cruces Sunday.
the Misses Craigue of the same place atBest Kansas patent flour for sale at tended the Firemens' ball, last Friday
Martin Maher's.
night.
William Murray was over from CenE. M. Young who has been visiting
tral on Saturday.
relatives and friends at his old homo in
Gayton N. Petty was up from Doming Virginia will return to Silver City on
Sunday afternoon.
this after noon's train.
Miss May Gaddis made a pleasure trip
for fresh
Go to Con WhitehilPs,
to the Gila last week.
candies.
Julius AVellgehausen, of Central was
Rodney G. Clarke has returned from
in the city last Friday.
the east where he has been visiting for
Don't read jour neighbor's paper but the past six weeks. The story of his
wedding was a cruel fake.
J. A. Ancheta was down to Deming
S. AV. Burdick makes a specialty of
last week for a few days.
Sunday dinners and supers at the Tim-mhouse. The tables are supplied
Jut received a new line of Tin and
with the best in the market.
Granite ware at Robinson's.

Richard Hudson went to Santa Fe last
week to attend to his duties on a com
mittee of the board of ponitontiary commissioners to investigate financial affairs
of that institution prior to the regular
meeting.
Our grand fall and winter opening in
all the latest novelties will be Monday
September 30 Tuesday October 1st and
AVednesdav October 2d. All our Pat
rons are cordially invited.

Max Sciiirrz.

For Siile Chciip.
Drug Stock, Furniture and. Fixtures
of the late Dr. G. AV. Bailey. Apply to
Mus. Mahy E. Baii.ky.

GILLETT & SON
are located in the
SILVER CITY NA- TIONALDanK Duil- ding, one block below

our former place oí

er

II. J. Hutchinson, Central's merchaiu
Dr. B. Gilbert has rented the house
prince, was in town last Saturday.
that Mr. Johnson lived in before the
Our stoves have arrived. Come and Hood. He will take possession as soon
see them.
M. W. Neff.
as the repairs are completed.
Miss Maud Smith, teacher of the Lone
No Chinese help employed at thcTim-me- r
Mountain school, was in town last wb
s
American cook
bouse. A
K r. Skelly, brother of Postmaster is in charge of the kitchen and the din
room service is excellent.
Skelly, is here on a visit from California ing
Mrs.
J. J. Sheri('an returned Sunday
M. L. Hardin came over from Lords- from a month's visit among
afternoon
burg last Saturday with two prisoner."
relatives in the east. Mr. Sheridan
Sheriff H. O. Bursiun,of Socorro, took
went up to Albuquerque Saturday and
in the Firemens' dance last Friday night
met her at that point.
Canary and Mocking birdcages the
Mrs. J. M. R. Yewell left Monday
only complete line in the city at Robin- morning for her home in Moln-rlMo.
sou's.
Mrs. J. F. Kilhurn and son's left last From there she will go on to Louisville
Thursday for El Paso to visit her sisters Ky. to attend to her deceased brother's
estate. Mrs. lewell has been visiting
there.
her daughter Mrs. W. L. Jackson, for
George 0. Perratitt, one of the old
about
six weeks.
timers mi ihe Mimbres, was in the city

Until FURTHER NOTICE
we

will

sell

CANNED

first-clas-

in cases to CONSUMERS at
cost,

the

These

pods were in

basement which was

flooded with water,
jjqJ

o

tot are

in tllO

faSt.

last week.

YOUR

ATTENTION

PLEASE.

D. C. Unhurt went down to Deniing
Sunday morning, returning the same
afternoon.
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
Frank Jones returned Tuesday from etc. of Mr. J, A.
Kemmis, Watchmaker 'and Jeweler, I will continue the
San Francisco, where he took some
husiness at the same place.
Chinaman.
A select line of AVATCIIES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
AV. D. Dukf came iid from
Deming
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE AVATCII REpAUUNU and will
Sunday and left the same afternoon for appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Fort Bavanl.
Very Truly,
Con AVhitchill keeps the liest line of
R.
fruits, next door to express ollice.

J.

HICKS.

THK

THE COUNTRY NEWSPAPER.
ItH Importance In th Cultivation of Public (Spirit uiKi Education.

In a recent issue of the Boston Herald
an editorial appears on public spirit in
country towns. Speaking 5f the, value
of the local newspaper, it says:
The country newspaper is an important agency in the cultivation of public
spirit, and however humble it may seem
beside the metropolitan daily it lias a
place in popular education which is too
little regarded. While the editor is often not above the rank of a practical
printer there are many persons in most
of the suburban towns clergymen, lawyers, teachers and others who have the
leisure and the ability to use the paper
as the vehicle of influence over their fel
low citizens.
The country newspaper is usually
cal in its news, and the very people who
might make it fresh and suggestive are
those who complain most loudly of its

EAGLE: WEDNESDAY. OlTOltl ft 2. I!!f5.
Later they were brought to their
homes in this city. Mrs. Witzel is suffering from severe cuts in the face and a
number of bruises, while Miss Scott has
innumerable bruises and aspraiued ankle
to keep her in her room for some days.
It is almost miraculous that the ladies
escaped with their livej and without
broken limbs or internal injuries. The
buggy was badly broken up.
The Jj'ireiiian'H Hull.

tion. The mean temperature for the
month of August was 70.4 degrees at
Fort Bayard and 78.3 at Gila; the high
est was 91 degrees at Fort Bayard and
98 degrees at Gila, the monthly range oi
temperature was 40 degrees, the average
daily range was 29 degrees. Prciepitation
2.09 inches at Fort Bavard. and 3.14 at
Gila; 6 days of the month were clear; 21
parti y cloudy ; 4 cloudy . At Fort Bayard
the post surgeon is the observer and
Charles H. Lyons at Gila.
There should be an observer at Silver
City. We are posing our glorious climate
as a sanitarium and not an iota ot data to
verify t he range of temperature, prevailing winds, cloudy and clear days etc.,
The weather bureau will furnish the
necessary instruments for milking observations free of charge and . keep
them in repair.
The stage from Mogollón, last Wednesday night, brought to the county jail
here an insane woman, on her wa'y to
Sheriff Bursum, of Socorro
Socorro.
county, came in on Thursday's train and
left Friday, taking with him the unfortunate woman. She was, while in the
jail here, quite violent, talking and
screaming, alternately, all the while. It
is to be hoped that provision will be
made for her maintenance in the territorial asylum at Las Vegas, instead of
being confined in jail as such unfortunates have had to be in this county.

The dance given by the Firemen,
last Friday night was a social success,
although the attendance was not what it
should have been considering the object
for which the dance was given. As is
always the case when Silver City's fire
men give a dance there was unrestrained
pleasure and enjoyment without formality and frigidity. The net proceeds of the
ball were about $40, which will be used
to provide means for the protection of
the property of our citizens. It is to be
Imped that the firemen will give another
dance at an early date and that more of
meager character. Short articles per
our citizens will enjoy the pleasures of
taining to local interests are always welan evening and contribute more to the
come in its columns, and the men and
needs of the fire department of the city.
women who most det-irto make home
Examination- life in the country rich and influential
Notice is hereby given that there will
can best do so by contributing freely to
the Hoard of School Exits columns of what they have in mind lie a meeting ofcounty
of Grant, territory
aminers of the
In some places this has been done, and of New Mexico, for the examination of
the result in the quickened life of the teachers, at the public school building,
community has been gratifying.
Silver City, on the 12th day of Oct. 1893.
Each applicant for a certificate should
Judge C. Bennett had a narrow esA Kunaway Accldi'iit.
In; present as early as 9 o'clock a. m.
cape on Friday last. While superintenLast Thursday morning Mrs. A. Wit
15. T. Link, Supt.
ding the work of rebuilding Morrill
zel, with Miss (iertie Scott, started for
Miss M. K. Kokiii.kk,
Hall, a large bea m of timlier fell strikHanover in a buggy, driving the family
Mrs. W. L. Jackson Sec.
ing him on the head and cutting quite
carriage horse, noted for his gentleness
Board of Examiners.
a gash in the scalp, from which the
and suit y as a buggy horse, and after go
was at first
Tub Eaoi-- acknowledges receipt of a blood flowed freely. It
ing down a steep hill, a mile or two be
seriously
hurt, but
was
he
of the monthly Review of the New thought that
yond Central, ami starting to ascend the copy
the
street
on
the
to
out
be
able
he
was
crop
service.
next bill, the horse suddenly started to Mexico, weather and
day.
next
following informa
run, without any apparent cause. Both From it we learn the
ladies strove to stop him by pulling the
reins, but were , unable to check his
speed. At the top of the hill Mrs. Wit
Proprietor of the
zel succeeded in turning the horse from
was
buggy
over
the
road,
where
the
turned among tne rocks an I both ladies
were thrown out and severely bruised
Mrs. Wilzcl being cut about the face and HI
sustaining serious biuises upon the body
and limbs. Miss Scott was rendered
unconsious bv the shock 'and, it was
feared, seriously if not fatally injured
When the buggy vas overturned the
horse stopped as suddenly as he had Si
started. Had he continued to run down
the hill beyond the place where he stoj
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
ped, Mrs. Witzel would no doubt have
been killed, as she was still entangled
in the overturned buggy. Just as the
horse stopped. Mr. Dawson, on his way
to Hanover with a wagon, came up and
caught the horse as he was starting to
We solicit your patronage.
run again. Ho took the ladies to Fort Also a full line of FRUIT.
Bayard, where the post surgeon atten
BULLA HP ST.. SILVER CITY. N. Jtf.
ded to their injuries.
e

B. T. LINK,

PEOPLE'S

i

EAT"

ARKET

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FUNDS.

Opinion of Solictor General Victory
Apportionment of School
Moneys.

In response to an official inquiry Solicitor General Victory has sent the
Hon. Amado Chaves, territorial superintendent of public instruction :
"I beg to acknowledge receipt of your
letter dated September 10, in which you
request my oflicial opinion on several
points. You ask, first, 'Is a newly created school district entitled to a share of
the first apportionment after its creation,
or is it required to hold a three months'
term first?' That such a school district
is not entitled to share in the common
!
school funds is plainly provided in section 13 of chapter 25, of the laws of 1891.
which provides 'that no district shall be
entitled to receive any portion of the
common school fund in which a common
school has not been taught at least three
months during the twelve months preceding.'
"The citation contained in your second
query is not altogether clear, but I prestí in o referenco is made to the last clause
of section 1, found on page 1Í17, of the
acts of 1891. You ask if the apportionments must bo made whether the sheriff
and county treasurer have made their
reports and settlements or not. Under
the original act the apportionment of the
fund raised by general taxation was
made by the territorial board of education among the several counties of the
territory, and the amount coining to each
county was then apportioned each January and July by the superintendents of
schools of the respective counties among
the several school districts. The act of
February 2(5, 1891, approved just fifteen
days after the original act, changes the
system so that the proceeds of the territorial tax levy is turned over by the
county collector, not to the teiritorial
treasurer but to the county treasurer,
whereupon it is on the first Mondays of
January, April, July and October, apportioned among the several districts.
The county tax collector is required
under section 27 of the act approved
February 11, 1891, to turn over to the
county treasurer all school moneys collected by him within thirty days after
the tenth day of each month on which
the same is collected on penally of summary removal by the governor. The
county treasurer in turn (see section 2,
of chap. 59 of the laws of 189IÍ) is required to make a statement to the county superintendent of public schools on
the last day in every month of all funds
collected for school purposes in that
month.
The evident purpose of th s
system was to enable the aunty school
superintendent to make his quarterly
apportionment upon the basis o' the
amount in the hands of the treasurer as

evidenced by his monthly reports. The
treasurer's report to the superintendent
being the basis of the apportionment,
and, in fact, the only means by which
the superintendent is officially informed
as to the Ftate of the county treasury, it
follows that until the collector settles
with the treasurer and the treasurer
reports to the school superintendent
there can be no apportionment. If
the collector and the treasurer fails
to comply with law, they may be compelled by mandamus or other legal remedy to do their duty.
"Further replying to your letter the
law vests in the school superintendent
no discretion as to the lime when the apportionment is to be made. He must
make the apportionment on the first
Mondays of January, April, July and
October, provided, of course, that the
treasurer has by that date given him
the data upon which his oflicial act of
apportionment is to bo based. However, should any imperative causes intervene whereby the apportionment can
not be made on the date fixed by the
law, there is no reason to believe that
any object ions would be made to an apportionment on the earliest date practicable thereafter. It is not to be tolerated however, that in a matter affecting the interests of the schools of a
whole county tho county superintendent can chance the date nrovided bv
statute to suit his mero whim or convenience. Laws are made to be obeyed
and had the legislature intended to leave
the superintendent discretion as to the
date of apportionment, it would hardly
have fixed Monday in January, etc., as
the dale for the performance of this duty.
"Your third inquiry is as to the duty
of the county superintendent in case ho
makes a mistake in apportioning school
funds mi' I does not discover the same
until a part of the money thus apportioned has been spent. A very plain

solution to such a situation lies in the
statement that in Buch a case, if the
money has not been so far spent as to
make a reapportionment impossible,
then withoutdelay a new apportionment
should be made stating tho correct
amount due each of th districts, including the district as first omitted. Upon
receiving this last apportionment the
treasurer should transfer to the fund
appropriated to the omitted district such
amount from each of the other districts
as will reduce the apportionment to the
correct figure and at the same time make
up the correct aggregate for tho omitted
or neglected district. While it is true
that tho law contemplates only one apportionment every three months the apportionment thus contemplated is to bo
that which the law provides, i. e. : an
apportionment in which each district,
entitled so to do shall participate. A
second apportionment therefore during
the quarter in which an erroneous apportionment has been made is simply
doing, although tardily, just what the
law savs should have been done in tho
first instance. In case the fund has been
ho far spent that this apportionment is
impracticable, the county superiniomient
or his bondsmen should place the sum
due the wronged district iii the hands of
the cjunty treasurer, arranging for his
reimbursement as best he can with the
districts which have gotten more than
n performing this act of
their share,
justice there should be no delay until
the next apportionment; each district is
entithd to us share of the school fund
on the date fixed by law, and while it
may in some instances he a hardship for
the county school superintendent to
make up the deficiency at once, it must
be remembered that this inconvenience
is nothing more than the necessary consequence of his own neglect and omission
a penally which is both just, reasonable
and i accord with universal order of
i hings.''
New Mexican.i
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Winchester Repeating
Our Model 1893

is now
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and game shooters.
ASK

YOUR DEALER
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Shot-Rifle-
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TO 8H0W YOU THIS GUN.

Everything thnt is Newest and Rest in Repeating Arms as well as oil
Kinus ot Ammunition are made by tac
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn,
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Ctirdhml Glhlmnn and Hovernl of tlio
Will Visit Sniita Fe on the

Arch-bUho-

p
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Saxta Fk, Sept. ,'!0. Preparations are
being mtuli! here for one of the greatest
events in the history of the ancient city,
and that is none other than the cere-

2.

of tho old walls still
remains standing and much of the material can be used in the new structure.
The plans for tho new building have
not vet teen completed, but it is ex
pected that they will be ready in about
ten days. The work of tearing down
the walls of tho old building will be
done bv convicts and convict labor
will be utilized as far as possible in the
construction of tho new edifice.
Some of the judges of the court of
private land claims have returned from
their summer vacation and the settle
ment of land claims will soon be under
The lite ot tins court
way again.
was limited by the act of congress
which created it, but it was found nec
essary to extend the time in order to
allow the court to clear up the business
before it. This new lease of life gives
the court over a vear more in which to
settle the land cases which have been
brought before it.
the
James Addison Teralta-Reavibaron who laid claim to more than 12,- 000,000 acres of land in New Mexico and
Arizona, and whose claim was based on
neriurv and 'orgery, still languished in
durance vile in spite of the efforts made
to get him out of prison. His case was
brought before the supreme court of the
territory, at its August term with
four judges on the bench, Judge Buntz
not yet having arrived from California,
with the result that the Judges were
unable to decide, two being in favor of
releasing him while the remaining two
were in favor of keeping him in confinement. Towards the close of tho term
the case was again argued before a full
bench and Judge Bantz concluded that
it would lie well for the baron to remain
in the clutches of the law. Since that
time there has been an effort made to

CATHOLIC CEREMONY. eiderable portion

Many Dignitaries ot the Church Wil
be at Santa Fe.

H

I

95.

7

get him out on bond and blank forms
were sent to California to be filled out,
but the persons to whom they were sent
did not appear to be disposed to help
the baron out of his predicament and ho
still continues to board at tho territorial capital at tho expense of the United

States.
An adjourned session of the supreme
court of the territory will be held here
commencing next Monday. This session
will be held for the purpose of handing
down decisions in a number of impor-acases and hearing some matters
which were left over from the regular
term.
Last Saturday being a Jewish holiday,
"Yom Kippur,1' the day of atonement,
the stores of Max Scliutz and Henry
Rosenberg were closed until 6 o'clock
nt

mony of investing Archbishop Chapelle
with the pallium by Cardinal Gibbons,
of Baltimore. This ceremony will take
place in the cathedral here on the morning of the 17th of October. Already
p. m.
many of the dignitaries of the church in
this country, Canada and Mexico have
signified their intention of being present
SHAKE! WE'RE
and it is certain that the great cathedral
will be crowded to its utmost capacity.
The ceremony of investing an archbishop with the pallium is one which
is not performed frequently and the
spectacle will he witnessed by hundreds
who have never seen anything of the
sort. In the evening there will be a
grand banquet at the Palace hotel and
on the following day the cathedral will
Rl&HT-- IN - IT
bo formally consecrated. This struc
ture, which is one of the linest in the
up to our eyes making ICE
territory, is not yet completed although
it has been in the course of construction
CREAM and CONFECfor many years. The edifice has been
TIONERY. Fresh Candy
built without having contracted any debt
of
thoso
is
having the
and it the purpose
every day and Ice Cream
matter in charge to incur no debt what
all the time. Call and see
ever on account of tho construction of
us. Next door to the exthe building.
Reduced rates havo been secured for
press office.
this occasion over the Santa Fe and it is
C. C.
expected that a great many of the resi
dents of New Mexico will take advantage
güüiUl lUiUlUUUUUUUiiUUUUUiiiiUUll
of this opportunity and como here to
witness the solemn and impressive cere
monies which will take place at tho
time above mentioned. In all probabil
ity there will he more of the dignitaries
of the Catholic church n Santa re on
trvr TTInk fir,tAa Qnnlni XTafVllnna TtlfWrlfiB. Vehicles. BflbV
ir- 1
"I
J
tuning
JUUA
"'gil
this occasion than havo assembled in
placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middleCarriages,
etc,
of
and
years
this country for a number
UNION, with only
BUYERS'
CASH
with
old
or
the
reliable
men's profits,
the statement need not be made here
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your deoision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
that it will bo many years before the
catalogues and note tho unapproachable bargains we are offering 80 differpeople of New Mexico will havo the op
ent stylo Sewing Machines, ranging In price from $8.00 to 830.00 Bicycles,
portunity of witnessing a similar cere
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
mony again.
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs
in Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
It begins to look as though work would
importations. We handle everything under the sun in the
direct
bo commenced on the capítol building
AND HARNESS LINE, BUGGIES. CARRIAGES. PHAEVEHICLE
in the near future. The architect who
WAGONS, CART8. HARNES8. SADDLES. ETC.
ROAD
TONS.
has been employed to mako the plans
at erices out of reach of competition.
for the new structure and supervise the
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
work arrived hero last week and some of
actual cost to build. In writing for catatho requistite machinery for use in tear
logues, state which to send, as we have a speing down what remainsof the old walls
cial catalogue for each line. Address in full
camo in a few days ago. It is proposed
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
to tear down all ef the old walls, even to
B 878. isifii W. Van Bureo St., CHICAQO, ILL.
be
unfit
to
is
said
which
foundation,
the
IYTTTTTTTTt"H
tn erect such ft struc'niv upon. A con
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thereon, very willingly did so in- letter from the governor of the terstead of adopting an honorable ritory of New Mexico, dated August
An honora- 23, 1895, and commending to favorevery
Published
Wednesday Morning by course in the matter.
ble
A. J. LOOM IS.
way would have been for the able consideration the request thereif it had said anything in contained for the
Enterprise,
Entered at tho postofflce at Silver City,
N. M for transmission through the mails at
at
all
about
it, to call attention to of Fort Marcy at Santa Fe,
second class rates.
the
misquotation,
In reply I beg to state that,
but such a course
Office on Yanklo Stroot between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
was not for a moment thought of
the order for the transfer of the
Advertising Kates on Application.
in the Enterprise editorial rooms, Fort Marcy reservation to the inSubscription Rates, PoBtage Prepaid:
after The Eagle had terior department was issued, the
Ono year
gj.oo and even
Six months
i.oo
challenged
the Enterprise to quote question of its abandonment by the
Three months
,o
a single sentence which ever ap- war department received my careSILVER CITY, N. M.. OCTOBER 5. 1H95,
peared in The Eagle in support of ful consideration, and I became conits statement it did not have honor vinced that the post was not adaptSilver
66
enough about it to say a word, but, ed to our present needs for tho proLead
3.15
of course, nobody ever expected that tection of the interests of the United
it would.
States in the discharge of its interNOT INTENTIONAL.
The New Mexican adopted a dif- national obligations respecting the
With its most profound obeisance,
the New Mexican desires to apolo- ferent course. As soon as that pa- Mexican border.
For your further information I
gize to the Silver City Eagle for per discovered that it had made an
misquoting it touching the senti- error it came out in an honorable, will state that in reporting to me,
ment of the people of Pinos Altos straightforward manner and ac- under date of February 20, 1895,
on the subject of the governor's knowledged the error. The New upon the letter addressed to this
commutation of the Davis sentence.
Thornton,
In a local paragraph appearing in Mexican, in acknowledging the department by Governor
dated
urging
tho
misquotation
5,
February
1895,
acted
honorably, while
these columns The Eagle was spokof the post of Fort
en of as saying that citizens of Pi the Enterprise acted in a most disnos Altos, who were familiar with honorable, cowardly and contemp- Marcy, the lieutenant-genera- l
reDavis' crime, approved of the action tible manner. We do not believe marked that there did not seem to
of the governor in commuting the
be any present necessity for a garsentence from seven years to five the honorable and intelligent people
years and three months, but we of Grant county approve of the rison at Santa Fe, and he doubted
the wisdom of diminishing the garfind upon consulting the files of The course of the Enterprise.
Eagle that it made no such staterisons of the posts so near the Mexment. The error was by no means
ican frontier as Fort Bayard until
FINALLY SETTLED.
intentional on the part of the New
The
hope
that Fort Marcy would after a more complete disposition of
Mexican. New Mexican.
What a contrast there is between be reestablished lingered in the the San Carlos Indians.
The present force of the army
the New Mexican and the Enter- breasts of the people of the city of
from
necessity must lie disposed
Fe
for
some
Santa
time
after
the
prise! The Enterprise, well knowwhere
it is most available and needing that The Eagle never said that visit of General Schofield to Fort
localthe inhabitants of Pinos Altos ap- Bayard this year, although the ed, regardless of the wishes of
proved of the course of the gover- views of the general were published ities. If the force were larger or
nor in the Davis matter, attemp- in The Eagle at the time. It re- the conditions changed it might
be well to have a post in
ted, in a most cowardly and con- quired the opinion of the secretary possibly
temptible manner, to create the of war to satisfy the residents of New Mexico, but even in that event
of Fort
impression among the very few Santa Fe that Fort Marcy would I doubt if the
be
would
deemed
wise
Marcy
by
be
Secretary
people who give the least credence not
to what they see in that paper, that Lamont very evidently thinks that this department,"
The Eagle had misrepresented the the protection of the frontier and
People who have been betting on
actual state of affairs as they exis- the protection of the lives and prop- the success of the republican ticket
ted at Pinos Altos in reference to erty of the people of southwestern in Keniucky this fall are beginning
tho Davis case. In the issue of New Mexico from hostile Indians to hedge. Everything points to the
September 4, Tin-- Eagle stated is of more importance than having success of the democratic ticket in
that the action of the governor, in a military band at the territorial Kentucky and this means that
the Davis case, met with the uni- capital for the amusement of the Kentucky will have a free silver
versal disapproval of the people of people there. In a letter to the man for governor and that the next
Between two and secretary of the interior he says: United States senator from that
Pinos Altos.
"I have the honor to acknowledge state will be a free silver man.
three weeks later the Enterprise,
the
receipt of the letter of the acting There is no danger
finding an apportunity to misrepthat the silver
resent The Eagle by reprinting a secretary of the interior, dated the majority in the senate will be wiped
misquotation and commenting 20th ultim, inclosing a copy of a out this yenr.
"
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IT

A

CORKER.

The Albuquerque Citizen calls

the opinion of the solicitor general
in repartí to school funds, a corker.
Here is what it says about it;
Solictor (ieneral Victory, of this
territory, for whom we entertain
the highest respect, has just rendered an opinion, which in the slang
of the period, is a "a corker." He
says that no new school district in
this territory can get any share of
the public school funds unless it
can show that a public school was
maintained in the proposed district
for at least three months during the
preceding year!
An Indian school board made
itself immortal by resolving that
the "now school house shall be
built on the old site of the old school
house but that the old school house
shall not be removed till the new
school house is done," and this opinion by General Victory makes him
a strong competitor with that board
for first place.
There can be no public school
without the use of public money,
and if the public money cannot be
used unless the school was in operation during the preceding year,
how can a new school ever be started?

OCTOHIR

the term of the land court which
begins at Santa Fe next Monday.
The decision was rendered at the
last term of the court and was adverse to the claimants. The opinion will be an elaborate one and
will cover some very interesting
points.

Amkuican builders have beaten
English builders in the construction of sailing yachts and locomotives and now it remains for an
American built ocean steamer to
beat the record of the best English
built steamer and it is by no means
certain that it will not be done
within the next twelve monthB.
The St. Louis, which was built by
the Cramps at Philadelphia, for
the American line has developed
remarkable speed in her early voyages and may yet outstrip the best
of the English built vessels.

Thk published reports of the
shooting at Las Cruces recently, differed widely but the
fact that the grand jury refused to
find indictments against either Morgan or Fall goes to show that they
were not the ones who began the
affray as some of the papers tried
to make it appear.
Morgan--

Williams

Two Iluppy Hurts.
Mr. A1Í. R. Fritseli and Miss Mary A.
Liveringhouse, both of whom were
residents of this city some seven or eight
years ago, were married at Las Vegas
last Thursday. The Albuquerque Citizen of that day had the following:
"Alford R. Fritseli, special agent for
the Mutual life insurance company
here, left, this morning, for Las Vegas,
where he will meet Miss Liveringhouse,
the lady of his choice, and this evening,
they will lie joined in holy wedlock by
Rev. Hoover, of Las Vegas. Miss Liveringhouse conies from Goshen, Ind., but
formerly resided in Silver City, where Mr.
Fritseli met her and fell in love. The
newly wedded couple will remain in Las
Vegas, for two or three days, and then
come to Albuquerque, where they will

reside".
The Optic had the following account of
the wedding?
" Alfred R. Fritseli, of Albuquerque,
and Miss Mary A. Liveringhouse, of
Goshen, Ind., were married in the Meth
odist church, last evening, at 8 o'clock,
by Rev Harmon J. Hoover. Mr. Fritseli
is wf II known in Albuquerque and here,
asagent of tho Mutual Life insurance
company, of New York. The bride and
groom will remain in town a few days
and then go to Albuquerque, where they
will make their home."

Thk Albuquerque Citizen thinks
that the doings of the bureau of
immigration will bear investigation. The
We believe that moro of the papers
of this territory will be of the same
opinion before the close of the present year. The doings of the bureau during the past four years will
bo thoroughly looked into and
some interesting developments may
be expected.

0
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A Lmne Hack
And the painful torture in joints and
muscles is nothing lint Rheumatism.

Nothing but Rheumatism kills people.
Nothing like 'Druiiimond's Liglitning
Remedy for speedy relief and quick cute.
Accept, nothing in its place, for nothing
else will do the work. The full month's
treatenient of two large bottle sent to
anj' address by express on receipt of
$5. Druiiiinond Medicine Co,, 48 Maiden Lnne, New York. Agents Wanted.
Coin'g financial series is worth reading.
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
Ite obtained at Thk Eaoi.k office free by
paying a year's subscription to Thk
Eaoi.e in advance. The booki? sell at 25
cents each.

FRUIT, TREES.
1

am still prepared

to

furnish FRUIT TREES
suitable for this climate in
any number. Persons contemplating planting trees
will find it to their interest
to write me, and if I have
not in stock what is desired,
I can readily secure the
same at reasonable rates
and in all varieties. Adress:

ClakkRodokks,
Silver City, N. M.

BORENSTEIN BROS.
TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and

CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
(JESTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASS-

WARE ami CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

MUSIC CO.

The opinion in the Peralta land
grant case will be handed down at

EL PASO, TEXAS,
119 San Francitco St.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
90S Railroad Arevne.

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly pnyments.
Can refer to niánv futnilii's with whom they have dealt.
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ni Grant county attended to.
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There were showers in some localities on continues dry and warm with no killing
the 19th, but only a trace here. Corn is frost to date, 20th. which is very satisThe Weather Ha lieen Favorable For The ripening very last also Deans, urass is factory for geathering crops.
Puerto de Luna. R. R. Page. Corn
ripe and curing nicely.
Maturing of Crops.
is the biggest that has been raised
very
a
crop
Corn
is
Gila. Chas. II. Lyons.
The past week was warm up to the
for several years.
here
considerably
although
year,
this
fair
crop
night oí the 21st, when a sharp cold wave
Raton.
P. II. Smith. Since last
are
Beans
by
damaged
com
worms.
moved down from the north, giving frosts
the
has been quite warm
weather
bug
having
a
failure,
the
bean
almost
in the northern half of territory.
Very little rainfall occured during Hie eaten nearly every leaf off of most fields. and dry. Hay and grain are well
and abundant in yield. Root
week and harvesting progressed rapidly Other crops have done well; and, taken
crops
are
maturing fine. All those who
all
we
a
had
have
prosperous
around,
Very little damage vas caused by the
crops
have
are pleased with the results.
season.
ad
too
far
frosts as nearly all crops were
Ranches of Taos. Alex. Gusdorf.
Hillsboro. R. A. Nickle. First part
vanced to suffer from it. Probably a lit
tle of the latest corn in the northern part of the week sultry, with cool mights ; Harvesting is now going on lively and
was Injured but even in the northern hitter, cloudy occasional sprinkles and ten days more good weather will secure
part the bulk of the crop was will mat windy. Fall barometer and rain antici- all grain crops except corn. Had a
pated. Roported yield of crops much nipping frost on the 21st, first of the
ured and safe from frosts.
.The favorable weather of September above the normal, excepting wheat, season. Corn so far advanced that frost
has been used to the best advantage and which suffered much frcfin heavv rains at could not injure same, but corn has
harvest. Rancheros and farmers all been injured by rust.
crops have been rapidly secured.
Rincón. C. H. Raitt. Late crops all
The cutting of the wild grass on tho prospering. Cattle are in excellent con
everywhere.
to be doing well. The week has
dition
appear
ranges for hay is still going on and an
Las
Cruces.
been
(New
with stormy indications
Fabian
cloudy,
Garcia
unusually largo crop has been secured.
Agricultural College.)
The culminating in high winds and lower
Stock on tho ranges are fat and a grand Mexico
weather has been, for the most part, temperature on Saturday night.
supply of feed for winter before them
clear
and dry, with exception of one day
Roswell. Scott Truxion. Past week
will
In the grape regions
be in full nlast this week, and the winter when .01 of an inch of rain fell; other characterized by absolutely fair weather,
apples will be gathered as rapidly as pos- days have been very warm and the not a cloud in the sky. Mornings and
sible. Another week will see the bulk of nights quite cool. All vegetation is ma- nights quite cool, middle of day still hot.
turing very rapidly ; the harvesting of All crops are assured and yield greater
all crops secured.
The last issuo of these weekly bulletins corn has begun ; and the fourth crop of than heretofore. Corn and Egyptian
corn unusually large. The entire Chaves
for this season will be made October 1, alfalfa, light.
Vegas.
Las
NothDr.
II.
F.
county range has never been equal to its
Atkins.
one week from today. Reporters are re
could
ing
been
have
better
than
present conditions; grass looks like cultho
quested to make reports as full as possi
weather this week for maturing unliar-veste- d tivated fields and cattle and sheep in '
bio for ensuing week.
crops or for harvesting.
the pink of condition.
The following extracts from a few of
Las
Alamos.
Win.
Good
Frank.
tho reports received at this office will be
harvesting weather. Oats and wheat
found of interest:
NO FON ABOUT IT
Aztec H. II. Griffin. The days have being stacked ready for threshing. The
corn
crop
along
the
is
creek
Saello
a
been exceedingly warm, almost as higl
E.
temperature as at any time duiing the partial failure caused by too much rain.
Tho
well
not
filled
ears
and
is
are.
there
HOOT
AND SHOEMAKER.
summer. It has been benelicial to .the
ripening of corn and to the rapid curing some rot. Oats and wheat are plump
I promlso you faithfully. In tho Ions run
you shall snvo half your money, by having
of the third cutting of alfalfa, of whicl and sound.
your work neatly and promptly dono to milt
Lower Peñasco. II. Von Bossc.
mere is a Heavy yield, rue warm
yourself, at K. IWSENUEKO'H
Weather
clear
and
dry,
nights
cool.
wentner has also hastened tne ripening
BllverClty. N. M
will
corn
The
fall a little short on
crop
of some fruits.
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Bernalillo. Brother Gabriel. Weath account of to much rain during the sumer dry all this week, days very hot am mer months. On elevated lands it is
Range:
nights cool. Corn all ripe and will com dry enough to le geathered, but in the
I leming and
ir needs at least two weeks of
bottoms
menee cutting it this week. Wine making
vicinity.
will commence this week in many places dry warm weather to mature it. There
I'ostollice:
and prospect good as many of the vine was a urea; .deal of corn thai, was only
Silver City,
plowed once, the ground In'iiig too wet
yards are well londed with fruit.
N. M.
to
work
again.
Eddy. Geo. W. Lane. The week bus
E. M. Conner, The weather
lieen marked by moderately high teui
peratures during the day time and coo!
dewy evenings. The bright hiinshine is
rapidly maturing all crop-- . Estimates
point to large yields in leading lines.
The fall roundup of range cuttle chows a
heavy calf crop, greatly exceeding that
of any one of several years past.
Engle. E. J. Westervelt. Ud to and
including the 18th, bright and warm;
19th and 20th, cloudy, with high winds
from the south with sand. On the 21st,
GIVES
high wind with sand, about midnight
turned very cold, going down to 41 degrees.
Gallinas Springs. J. E. Whitmore.
WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
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TKK EAGLE: WEDNESDAY.
PROSPEROUS
What Silver Ha

Done

Neighbor.

MEXICO.

of Derby and Bradford. In Derby
the silver vote had merely tho
effect of somewhat swelling tho

for Our Nearest

Mexico has prosperod, relatively,
more under silver money than , this
country has under gold monometallism. There have been no hard timo.
In Mexico, no bank failures, no army
of tramps parading the country, and
the Mexican can buy as much as ever
with his dollar, and gets as much for
his product, while the American has
had his prices cut down
and
now he has to labor twice as hard to
make the same amount of money. lie
has to (five twice as much of his labor
to pay his debts as the Mexican, and
while the Mexicans who want work
are all working, there are millions of
idle hands in this republic. Mexico
has progressed the last two years; this
country has retrograded. We do not
say that this country is not far ahead
of Mexico, nor are we comparing the
two countries except to say that relatively one has gone forward while the
other has gone backward, and that
what has proven so beneficial to Mexico ought to be even more beneficial
for the United States.
The Mexicans use the product of
their own mines for money; they regulate their own curroncy; they are not
dictated to by either Lombard street
or the Rothschilds; the business of
their country does not depend on the
good will of two or three foreigners to
avoid a panic, and they are not selling
bonds at a discount to eurlch foreign
bankers and speculators. Their policy
Is dictated by themselves, ours comes
ready prepared for us over the water.
Every merchunt., every business man,
every fanner, every labororand wage-earneevery professional man in this
country could be ruined
if
the Rothschilds see it to their advantage to do so. Thev can force the
gold reserve down; they can export the
precious metal and cause a panic
again as they did in 1808, and the result would bo as disastrous.
In Mexico nono of those conditions
prevail. Noue of those things can
happen. If we have bimetallism In
the United States, this republic will
bo as independent as Mexico is. No
clique of bankers can rule 70,000,000 of
people. No cornerni f of the money ia
the country will be possible; we shall
be as free financially as we are politically. It Is not the American plan to
depend on other nations to simpo our
policy. It Is not American to be at tho
mercy of foreigners. It Is not Ainuri-ca- n
to allow the Rothschilds to control our flnancea Los Angeles Express.
ENGLISH LIBERALS AND SILVER
one-hal-

f,

r,

Borne

Light Thrown

Cr--

Late rarUumniwurr

lileollous.

Sir Morton Frewen, the eminent
English blmctallist, throws some light
upon the late contest for seats ia the
British parliament in a letter to the
Atlanta Constitution. Ho says:
"The attitude of Sir William liar-couand the Right Hon. George
In dealing with the currency question In Mr. Gladstone's cabinet, had served to concentrate the efforts of Mr. Grenfell's parliamentary
fommitteo nnon tho constltutuencios
rt

Show-Lefovr-

e,

THE SUN.

great majority against Mr. GladThe. first of American Newspapers,
stone's late chancellor of the exchequer, but In Bradford the abstention of some sixty liberal voters who CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
had drifted together almost by accident the day before the election has
sufficed to retire from public life that
con traction ist statesman,
eminent
Aniorlean Constitution, tho American
Mr.

e
To Mr.
distincbelongs
the
tion of being the most violent
and
also
most
tho
ignorant
monometallist of all tho members of
Mr. Gladstone's late cabinet, and Mr.
Lefevre was defeated by a majority of
only forty-on- e
votes by Mr. Wanklyn,
who, unbeknown to Mr. Lefevre, had
written to iMr. Grenfell that he was
heartily in favor of an international
settlement of our silver trouble. After
the Bradford election Mr. John McLaren, who had lobbied these sixty
'total abstainers,' wroto frankly to
Mr. Lefevro, pointin r out that the fall
in the exchango with Asia had destroyed the badlng Industries of the
north of England, and declaring that
a growing section of the liberal party
was determined at all future elections
to see this silver issue through to
the bitter end. The last letter of
the series which has passed betweon
Mr. Lefevre and Mr. McLaren shows
the irritation and the amazement of
those Gladstonians who have hitherto
held the view that this 'groat creditor
nation' could be relied upon to heap
untold burdens upon its debtors and
support any monetary policy which by
reducing prices would increase the
amount of produce paid to England in
the form of interest on her foreign
loans.
"Let me only add that Mr. W. IL
Grenfell's vigorous canvass has for iho
first time, at these rocont elections,
brought the curroncy question within
the domain of practical politics. I am
not for a moment depreciating either
the intelligence or the earnestness of
the Bimetallic league hitherto, but that
league has contented Itself far too
much with protests and pamphlets,
and it is only fair to Mr. Grenfell
to say that albeit the elections were
sprung upon him very unexpectedly,
he has contrived to import into not a
few constituencies that modicum of
passion which was required to enlist
the mon in the street on the side of
currency reform. Your readers may
remember that when the efforts of
Mr. Bortrain Currio, Lord Farrer, Sir
William Harcourt and Mr. Lefevre had
closed the mints of India in 1803 and
s
had deprived 300,000,000 of our
of any money metal whatsoever. Mr. Grenfell, at that time a supporter of Mr. Glrdstone, resigned his
seat for Hereford in disgust I think
the zoal and energy devoted to the
cause of reform by this gentleman will
make him man friends amongst those
industrial communities abroad which
are suffering severely from the fall in
the price of what they export a
fall which has been engineered here
by that legislation which has appreciated the money standard."
Shaw-Lefevr-

e.

Shaw-Lefevr-

Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last
and all the time, forever.
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Fnrther waste

money on drugs,
meats, etc. Thoy
you.
Yeu have
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precious time and
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never cure
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TKHTl'Y, and the greatest possible perfection
for Its application Is attained in the
l)r. Manden lelrle Belt. Tula inwell-kno-

vention has boon aold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refor
sufferers to hundreds of cures In every Btate.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
of cures In blessing the greatest boon ever
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POLICEMEN

IN SPAIN.

Thcjr Have Divers Duties' Beside Catching Criminals.

The little towns and smaller cities
of Spain have a very effective system
of night police. These Spanish public
watchmen are clad in long1 black
cloaks and wear on their heads each a
black and red cap. In one hand is a
lantern with colored glass, in the
other a kind of lance.
"Sereno" is the name this policeman
goes under, and he gets the title from
the cry ho is obliged to utter at every
few steps: "Sereno!" which means
fine. The phrase refers to the state of
the weather. If the weather is cloudy,
he would call out: "Nublado;" if it is
rainy: "Lluviendo."
Under the blue
sky of Spain, however, it is generally
"sereno."
An extract from the municipal regulations of a Spanish town details the
duties of the sereno in this wise: "lie
must perform a certain number of
rounds in all the streets, lanes, passages and alleys on his beat, and call
out in a loud voice the time and the
weather as he goes along. He must
lend assistance to citizens who request
his help for any reasonable cause, and
go for the doctor, chemist, midwife or
In cases of robbery, asclergyman.
sault or Are he must hurry to the
scene of the occurrence as soon as he
hears the signal. He must pay particular attention to such houses as are
pointed out to him and report to his
superiors."
Each "sereno" supervises certain
small territory, a "demarcación," as it
is called.
lie has three or four
subordinates, who act under his orders
and are known as "vigilants." Each of
these fellóws has charge of a block of
ten or fifteen buildings, and besides
having police duties ho ucts as a sort
of porter to his houses, carrying the
keys to them all and being alone able
to open the doors. In the Spaoish
towns ten o'clock is the signal for
closing, and after that time the only
way the lodger can get inside his
dwelling is to summon the "vigilant."
To do this he must clap his hands three
times, and then the "vigilant" hurries
up armed with his bunch of keys. Bo
also if anyone desires to go out during the night he claps his hands at
the window and a "vigilant" appears.
When a 6treel brawl occurs or an
attack is made, either "sereno" or
"vigilant" blows his whistle at the
first cry of help and chases off in th
Up come the
direction of the tound.
other officers on the run, all blowing
their whistles loudly. If the criminal
gets away the whistles are blown in a
peculiar manner, signaling in lust
what direction he has gone. The
outer rings of "serenos" and "vigilants" take up the signal, and in a few
moments a wide cordon is formed in
the surrounding streets, which in
nine cases. out of ten ends in the evildoer's capture within a few moments.
These police are paid directly by the
householders on their beats, though in
every other way directly under
The tax varies,
municipal control.
running from ten cents a month to

WKDNKNDAY, OCTOBER
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sixty cents for each houso. They alwi
receive New Year's presents, and they
are by no means averse to "tips."
Twenty-fiv- e
years of service puts a
man on the pension list, the pension
being not less than forty cents a day,
a considerable sum in sunny Spain.
N. Y. World.
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TRADE IN HONG KONG.
Commercial Progress In the Great Chinese Entrepot.

years since Hong
It is only fifty-tw- o
Kong was occupied, as Singapore had
years previously,1
been thirty-thre- e
under the idea that it might be made
:
an emporium of trade. It was then a
y
it contains a
barren rock.
quarter of a million of inhabitants; it
is the entrepot of a trade estimated at
forty million pounds, and there pass
through it annually some fourteen milA Tale of Two Nations
lion tons of shipping. But the essential condition under which this progeveryress has been achieved, and undei should be read by
which only it can be maintained, is ab- one who has read Coin's
solute freedom of the port If you tax
trade you drive it away, for the island Financial School.
is only an entrepot. The trade is the
The book can be obtained
trade not of llong Kong, but of the
south of Cliia i and Japan.
It is be- free by any subscriber to
cause their trade is free, while Saigon
who pays a
is heavily taxed, that Hong Kong has This
beaten the latter as a depot for the year's subscription in adtrade even of French Indo-Chins
will open the
of the population are Ch- vance.
inesewho occupy every walk of life.
of thousands who are
'1 hey are bunkers,
boatmen, domestic eyes
servants, merchants, storekeepers and unacquainted with the parclerks; but thj great majority are employed in tin porterage of cargo and ticulars concerning the deincidental labor at wages of less than
monetization of silver.
one pound a rao.ith.
You c.'.nnot got blood out of a stone
Send in your subscripnor revenue from granite rocks; nor,
obviously, can you extract much, here, tion today.
from the working class. The annual
revenue of two million dollars is domed, accordingly, from house and
land tax, stamps, licenses and similar
THK
imposts; and it represents probably
the limit of discreet if not of possible
NEWS
luxation. Nor has her majesty's treas- - ROCK!' MOUNTAIN
1881).
Kstablshcd
ury, to do it justice,, pretended to apply here the extremo principles of
without
which it persists in asserting in the
TERMS OK SUBSttll'TlON.
rAriwts. The llong Kong gurrison is
(IX ADVANCE.).
larger than that of tin straits; but it
U so a.l.aiueJly maintained
for im- DAILY.
rtil purpostvi, and the colony itself
fs ho s:ri.ill that it would have been One
$T.M
your, by mull
I 75
gratuitous to convict it of a duty
mouths liy mull
1.00
which it coull not fulfill.
It was Thlvo :ni)'it:iH ny mull
"5
however, in its degree. It 'tut; month l,y m ill
$.50
liad iuu, previously, twenty thousand vimhij edition, (lil panes.) year
This was raised, in Dully Ivlilions Include the Sunday.
pou'.i.li u your.
lH'j.), to foKy thou ,an.l pounds, and it
WEEKLY.
wus rtquii'o I, moreover,- to provide
rortiflcui.im i which have cost one hun41.00
Oho your, by mull. In advance
dred und twenty thousand pounds.
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Review.
She Smiled.

Jackson (sentimentally) Ef I
Is tho oiily consistent champion
might dar toe hope, Miss Snoflake, ofThe News
In the wost, und should bu In every
silver
suit-Miss
dat yo' wud smile upon mah
home In the west, and In the liunds of every
Snoflake Whs, shuah, Mistah minor and business man In New Mexico.
toe
I
wanted
Jackson.
laff at dat suit Send In your subscriptions ut oncu.
de ininnlt yo' comed intoe de doah.
All communications must be addressed to
Whar wnz do flah? Judge.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
Mr.

I
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THE LEU1VN

OF

HONOR.

Men Were Managed with Toyi, Declared
Bonaparte In Founding It.
But it is not difficult to understand

the popularity of a measure, passed at
about the 6iime time, for establishing
the now
Legion of Honor.
It is certainly true that the desire for
social inequality that is, for personal
distinction
is the strongest single
force in calling out human energy. The
passion for pins, badges, ribbons and
personal decorations of every sort is
well-nig- h
universal. It gratifies the
sense of achievement among men who
are able, and flatters the vanity o:
those who are not To this passion, in
itself not necessarily ignoble, the first
consul determined to appeal for further support. Every new institution of
importance so far created by him
might, with no great ingenuity, "be
turned into a prop of autocratic government. Priests and emigrants were
now alike natural allies of Bonaparte,
the constitution had been virtually
superseded, the troublesome senators,
tribunes and legislators either dismissed or else warned and called to
order, while the surrounding nations-o- ne
of them a kingdom were, in relation to France, like the sheaves bowing
to Joseph's sheaf.
The foundation of the Legion of
Honor was a measure easily manageable in the interest of any government
which might control it. Roederer declared in its support that the great
deeds of the nation made it essential to
revive the sentiment of honor. An
article of the constitution guaranteed,
in the name of the French people, a
recompense to its armies. This simple
phrase was the sanction chosen for the
erection of a corporation which, like
the orders of absolutism, might inter
mediate between the people and their
magistrate in order to lend the same
mystery which ever surrounds any
monarch who is the "fountain of
honor." The republicans saw the trap,
and resisted sturdily, even in the council of state, but to no purpose.
The law was passed on May 19, 1802;
the ranks were constituted, and the
decorative badges determined. Every
member swore to resist any attempt to
restore feudalism in all its attributes,
and consciences were thus quieted.
Kight and kit the men of science, of
art, and of literature appeared! with
their ribbons uad rosettes; the nation
applauded, and Bonaparte's opinion
was justified. "You call these toys!
Well, you manage men with toys," he
declared while the project was under
discussion. Ilo proved to be right In
all monarchical Europe no decoration
is more eagerly sought, to this day,
than is that of the Legion of Honor in
republican France. Prof. Sloane, In
Century.
well-know- n
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Dried conger is especially esteemed.
Their ordinary cooking is well adapted
to keep in check a too eager appetite.
Potatoes and their skins, with a layer
of dried fish dropped upon them during
the boiling, is an
dish, which is considered one of the most
satisfying and economical The common drink is water or cider. Fresh
water is precious, for much of that
which is used is brought over from the
mainland.
The women have a mode of baking
bread which is probably one of the
most ancient still practiced by mankind. A thick layer of live embers
having been spread upon the forepart
of the hearth, a circular iron plate a
foot or more in diameter is pressed
down upon it Upon this the dough,
made into the desired shape of the
loaf, is laid. Over It is placed a convex
iron cover; then a fire of dry seaweed
is made upon this. The seaweed burns
slowly, and supplies just the heat
that is needed. In every house
there is all that is requisite for baking
in this manner, for although in summer there is a regular supply of bread
from the mainland, the furious currents of the Razand the westerly gales
may keep all communications interrupted for weeks together in the bad
season. It is true that there is a telegraphic cable, but the means of feeding people by electricity has yet to be
discovered. Temple Bar.

Notice.

Til R msTItrt:T OOUKT of tHo Third
1
.ludida) district of tho Territory of New
Mexico, within uiul for thu County uf Grunt.
Godfrey Geiser I
VNo. 1)121. In Chancery.
vh.
Valentina Geiser
The mm Id defendant. Valentina Geiser Is hereby notified that a suit In chancery lias been
commenced niralnst her In the District Court
In and f.ir the County of Grant and Territory
of Ni w Mexico hy said convnlalnant Godfrey
Gels' r to obtain ti deer o for divorce from
said defendant upon the irround of abandonment uu thu piirtof snld defendant, and that
unless said defendant enter her appearance
In suld suit with the clerk mid renlster of
said court on or licforu the tlrst Monday
November A. I). IMrt, a decree proconfesso
will lii. . ..it. .mil iiifiliitif lie, therein.
seal W. B. Walton.
TN

'

1

In the tenth year of the reign of
Henry VIII., on .September 23, 1518,
"John Chambre, Thomas Linacre, Ferdinand de Victoria, Medicorum
Nicholas llolsack, John Francis, Robert Yaxley," were granted letters patent giving them the privilege
of admitting men to practice medicine
in London and seven miles around.
This was tho original foundation oí
the present Royal College of Physicians
of London. The first letters patent
having apparently been Inadequate for
the purposes intended, in the fourteenth year of Henry VIII. a statute
was passed enacting that no persoi.
save a graduate of Oxford or Cambridge should practice In England, unless he had a license from the president of tho college of physicians aforesaid and from three of the "elects,"
who wero chosen from among the fellows. Gentleman's Magazine.

Cl.KHK.

AUTHUH H. llAlllil.KK
Mil. for Uumpl't,

Notice
DE DISTRITO del tercer
Distrito Judicial del Territorio do Nuevo
Mexico, en y por el Condado do Grunt.
Godfrey Geiser I
cimelllerlu
Valentina Geiser
I.a dicha demandada Vnlontlna Geiser es
por este' notltlciidiuiio un pleito en cancillería so lia entablado en su contra, en la
do
corto do Distrito en y por 1'oudado
por
Grant y Territorio de Nuevo Mexico, para
el dicho quojantu Godfrey Geiser
o .tener un decreto de divorcio de la dicha
por razón do abandono do
ella, v no ser qui" vd. la dicho demandada
coin paresca n doten der elcho pie to ante elo
Secretarlo y Ketfistnulr de la t ortedo en
1Mb,
antes del primer lunes ile Novembro
un decreto proconfesso se dura en su contra.

I

IN l.A COKTE

W. K.

Sello!
All'lllllH II. llAlll.I.KK.
Sol. forConipl't.
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Walton.
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GUADALUPE

Boyal College of Phyilclani.
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KEl'AUUNO NEATLY
AND
I'UOMl'TLY DONE.

Prices reasonable, and
satisfaction Kuaranteed.
Shop on Market Street.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE,

!

Kotakv Pom.ic.
at
NEW MEXICO.
CITY,
SILVER
Olllce

rost-ollii'- o.

.L J. SMITH,
General Repair Shop.
n'loyclos,

.Guns

find Uevolvovs

Piano riaylng and MeorotU.

Til mptly Repaired.
A corresponding member of the Paris
Hates Reasonable.
academy of medicine has sent to that
ViiiiUu St. Sliver City. N. M.
learned body a memoir in which h
maintains that the numerous cases of
AGENTS loioilolt
chlorosis, neurosis and neurasthenia
orders by limpie for our
observed among young girls is due to
Wool Pint! to order $3.
learning to play on the piano and to
" Sulti " " $16.
the hours devoted to practising. He
" OverooiU " $12.
has drawn up careful statistics from
Blglnduoeminti to tho
THE SEIN ISLANDERS.
which he concludes that, among six
right parties. Addreai
thousand pupils obliged before attainA Race That Lives Upon a Very Primitive
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
ing the age of twelve to learn to play tho
Fare.
Grind It., N. Y.
nearly
piano,
twelve
per
suffer
cent
The Seln Islanders rarely eat any animal food except fish. As it is brought from nervous troubles. The author
IDEAJfcSKfiSS
in, the women salt it and lay it out to does not attempt to draw up statistics WANTED-A- N
; they may
of the victims amon
per "ns who thloK to patent ? Protect your ideasWKDDKR-BURdry on the quay wall or on a convenbring: vou wealth. Write JOHN
to
have
listen
to
oeiv-Brit- ish
their
.a.
iir.,.i
so
before
winter
rock,
that
the
Washington,
ient
& CO., Patent Attorneys,
Medical Joti.......
D. 0., for their $1,800 prise otter.
they have made a lar,?e provision.
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AN OLD WILL.
How George Washington's Mother
Disposed of Her Property.
Copjr

of the Ancient Document That
I Still to Be Seen on
File at Fredrick-burg,

Va.

"In the name of God! Amen! I, Mary
Washington, ol Fredericksburg, in the
county cf Spottsylvania, being in good
health, but calling to mind the uncertainty oí this life, and willing to dispose of what remains of my wordly estate, do make and publish this, my
last will, recommending my soul into
the hands of my Creator, hoping for a
remission of all my sins through the
merits and mediation of Jesus Christ,
the Saviour of mankind; I dispose of
all my worldly estate as follows:
"Imprimis I give to my son, Gen.
George Washington, all my land on
Accokeek Run, in the county of Stafford, and also my negro boy, George,
to him and his heirs forever. Also my
best bed, bedstead and Virginia cloth
curtains (che same that stands in my
best room), my quilted blue and white
quilt, and my best dressing glass.
"Item I give and devise to my son,
Charles Washington, my negro man,
Tom, to him and his assigns forever.
"Item I give and devise to my
daughter, Betty Lewis, my phaeton,
and my bay horse.
"Item I give and devise to my daughter-in-law,
Ilannah Washington, my
purple cloth cloak lined with shag.
"Item 1 give and devise to my grandson, Corbin Washington, my negro
wench, old Bet, my rUing chair and
two black horses, to him and his
assigns forever.
"Item I give and devise to my grandson, Fielding Lewis, my negro man,
Frederick, to him and his assigns forever, also eight silver teaspoons, half
of my crockery ware and the blue and
white tea china, with book ease, ov. l
table, one bed, bcd.tciul, one pair
sheets, one pair blunkjts audwhi-- o
cotton counterpane, two tablecloths,'
six red leather chairs, hili ray pew.ef"
toy iron kitchen furniand one-hal- f
ture.
"Item I give and bequeath to my
grandson, Lawrence Lewis, my negro
wench, Lydia, to him and his assigns
orever.
"Item I give and devise to my
granddaughter, Bettio Carter, my
negro woraau, little But. and her
áiture increase, to her and her
forever; also, my largest
my walnut writing do: k,
with drawers, a square dining table,
one bed, bedstead, bolster, oue pillow,
one blanket and pair of sheets, white
Virginia clock, counterpane and purple curtains, my red and white tea
china, teaspoons, and the other half of
ray pewter croekeryware and the remainder of my iron kitchen furniture.
I give to my grandson,
"Item
Oeorge Washington, my next best
dressing glass, one bed, bedstead,
bolster, one pillow, one pair of sheets,
.
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one blanket and counterpane.
"Item I devise all my wearing apparel to be equally divided between
Betty Carter,
my granddaughter,
Fanny Ball and Milly Washington
but should my daughter, Betty Lewis,
fancy any one, two or three articles,
she is to have them before a division
thereof.
"Lastly 1 nominate and appoint my
said son, Gen. George Washington,!
executor of this, my will, and as I owe
few or no debts, I direct my executor
to give no security nor to appraise my
estate, but desire the same may be
to my devisees, with as little
trouble and delay as may be, desiring
their acceptance thereof as all the
token 1 now have to give them of my
love for them.
"In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this 20th day
Mary Washington.
of May, 1788.
"Signed, sealed and published in our
presence, and signed by us in the presence of the said Mary Washington and
at her desire. John Ferneyhough,
James Mercer, Joseph Wallker.
"(Registered in the clerk's office at
Fredericksburg, Va.)" The Spirit of
d
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ry lie effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
Ho Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may le had there, all especially
beneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of thin resort íh just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
restful as New Mexico sunshine, especially when supplemented by such Hue
service as is given at the Hotel Montezuma, reopened J tine 20. This famous inn
t:ni. not he excelled anywhere in the
nth west
l'ountl-trl,- !
excursion tickets on sale to
Las Vegiis Hot Springs from principal
points. R 'iiciied only over the Santa Fo
Koine. For illustrated pamphlet and a
copy of "Lai (1 of Sunshine,' address (.
T. Nicholson,
P. A., Monadnock
building, Chicago.

t.

L
You Wmit n (iooil KniK'h.
first c ass ranch in the vicinity of
zicc Sa.i Juan Co., N. M., oifered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If yon
mean business, Tun Emii.k, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
Write now for particulars.
A

'7Ü.

E. B. GANDARA.

The South African Plain.

:

'

The plains here stretch in illimitable
expanse to the horizon. Far to the! (OLI) AND SILVERSMITH.
west is a range of mountains, forty
f'ood miles away, which in the clear
morning air stands out as if but a Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
dozen miles dist int. You may see the
Neatly Done.
dark lines and patches of the time-wor- n
seams and kranizes that scar its
PRICES REDUCED.
sides. This transparency of atmosphere i s very common in southern Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Yankle St. SllvcrOltv. N.

Africa.

The rains have lately fallen, and
everywhere around the dry plains have
started at the breath of moisture into
beautv. Miles
a sDlendid if shirt-liveupon miles of flats, all glowing and
ablaze with purple anda rich flame-lik- e
red, are spread around. The won-- 1
derful compositao are in flower, and
flats are for a
the barren, desert-lik- e
.ew brief weeks transformed into a!
- . .
I
carpeti oi
uie uuuiusi. coloring niiu pat-I
tern. Look closely and 'you may see
the bleached and blackened limbs of
iorraer growths of low shrubs which
stand amid the gallant blaze, gaunt reminders of the transitory existence of
African flower life. Blackwoods

M.
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Componmitod.

The epigrams of Voltaire, the French
philosopher, were often ruthlessly sarcastic and severe. He could, however,
exercise tact and gentleness, and, as is
usually the case with brilliant persons,
those qualities became him wonderfully well. He met the famous statesman
Turgot, and cordially inquired about
his health. "It is as you see," replied
Turgot "I am tormented with gout
I can hardly drag my feet about" "You
remind me of the statue of Nebuchadnezzar, M. Turgot." "Yes," assented
the invalid, sadly, "you are right, poet,
the statue had feet of clay." "And a
head of gold." cried Voltaire, warmly.
''Remember ihat, a head of goldl"
Youth's
Cetr.'-anio-

Coin's

Financial School

has made more converts to the silver cause than any other publication. We will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
The Eagle in advance. Send $2

and get The Eagle and this
able book.

valu-

Address

The Eagi.e,
Silver City, N. M.
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ALASKAN MISSIONARIES.

í

wells may be bored and will furnish
surfaoR. Thl
is due, of course, to the formation of
Their Lives Full of Dangers, Suf- the under strata of the earth, and if
ferings and Hardships.
one is fortunate enough to strike a
good vein the supply will be abundant.
Trying Experiences of the Bearer of In portions of the south artesian wells
have been bored to the depth of twelve
the Gospel Message to the
hundred feet. One of these wells was
Tanana Indians In
finished in less than three weeks,
the Interior.
Many volumes could be written striking a vein of water twelve hunabout the dangers, sufferings and dred feet below the surface that furhardships of Christian missionaries, nishes an output sufficient for the
Sometimes the hardships are more town's uses. It is not an uncommon
difficult to bear than the dangers. It occurrence that one must drill the
is thrilling and inspiring to be always second time in;o a well to secure a
ready for martyrdom-- , but to suffer permanent supply of water. It is a
steadily from bitter hardships, with-- 1 curious fact that after one has reached
out the spice of danger from human a certain depth piping is unnecessary.
enemies, is harder, and quite as de- A well in New York state was dug to
the depth of a hundred and fifty feet
serving of the crown of reward.
The missionary in the remoter parts and furnished a reasonable supply of
of Alaska knows what these hardships water by pumping. After the Becond
are. Mr. I'revost, a missionary to the season it gave out entirely, when the
Tanana Indians, has perhaps the larg-- ' drill was put in and nearly two hunest missionary "parish" in the world. dred feet more were cut through beIt covers more than one hundred thou-san- d fore water was reached. For the first
square miles; and Mr. Prevost hundred and fifty feet the pipe went
has traveled, with dogs and sledges, down, but after that the water rose
fifteen hundred miles on one trip to through the cut in the earth, there
being consistency and firmness enough
preach the Gospel.
With dogs and sledges, we say: but in the soil to make piping unnecessary,
N. Y. Ledger.
this does not mean that the missionary
rode, lie ran behind the sledge, for
Her Inconsistency.
the dogs had enough to do to draw the
"I'm sorry," she said gently, "that I
food, clothing andblaukets without an cannot
be all that you wish in your
additional load of human beings.
life. But I will always think of you
"Of course," said Mr. I'revost, in giv- as a very
dear friend."
ing an account of his work during a
you," he said.
"Thank
visit to the state of Washington, "there ' "And if there is any way I
can ever
is a handle on the rear of the sled, and assist you
by advice or endeavor do not
we can take hold of that in order to hesitate to call
on me."
keep up with the dogs, which make
"That's downright kind of you," he
e
twenty-fivabout
miles a day."
replied, greatly cheered.
"You can
Like the apostle, this missionary help me."
might truly say that he had not run in
"How?"
vain, for the Indians give proof of hav-- :
"You see, to long as you have deing heard him, attentively. On one' clined to be mine, I thought
I'd prooccasion a party of Tahana Indians pose to Miss Binkins, and if you'll see
traveled more than three hundred her and put in a good word for me, you
miles with sleds and dogs, in order to
know"
bring to the mission station at Fort
And that's why she jumped up and
Adams the dead bodies of a woman and went away huffy,
and vowed she'd
child, that they mi?ht receive Chris- never speak to him again as long as she
tian burial. Other Indians have jour- lived. Washington Star.
neyed four hundred miles in order to
receive religious instruction from Mr.
A Way to Tell Hl:u.
i'revost.
When the wife of the late Sir Bartle
This missionary has induced these Frere had to meet
him at the railway
boreal Indians to build houses and station, she
took with her a servant
adopt some of the ways of civilized who had nover seen his m
ister. "You
life. He has a printing press, sets his must go and look for
Sir Burile," she
own type, and issues a newspaper ordered. "But,"
answere:i the nontwice a year. This is twice as often as plused servant, "how
shall I know
he receives any news from the outside him?" "Oh," said Lady Frere,
"look
world. lie did not hear of the last for a tall gentleman
helping somepresidential nominations until eleven body." The description was
sufficient
months after they had taken place.
for the quick-witte- d
man. He went
Although the niifsionary welcomes and found Sir
Bartle Frere helping an
hardships, he is not averse to using the old lady out of a railway carriage,
and
resources of civilization in the propa-- 1 knew him once
at
by the description.
l
a
rt
rri
iL.
i
Kbiuu ui ni o uunjici. j. acre are two N. Y. Post
thousand miles of navigable water, in
Taking Observations.
summer, in the Yukon river, in his
"parish," and he has hopes of obtain"Do you think he is going to proing an electric launch which will en- pose?" said one girl.
able him to make more rapid journeys
"Yes," replied the other; "I am sure
in his work. Youth's Companion.
of it."
"Why?"
"He behaves just as he did before he
Value of Artesian Wells.
In many pnr1- - the country artesian proposed to me." Washington Star.
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Directory.

FEDKIIAL.

DeleC"te to Congress

Thomas II, Ontrón,
W. T. Thornton,

Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

IiOrlon Miller,

Thomas Smith,
M.U.Collier.

1

II. I!. 1llltllllt.MII
N. B. Laughlin,

Associates

G. I). Bunt,,..
W. B. Walton,

J

Clerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
U. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
J. B. HemmltiKway,
U.S. District Attorney
I! . K nrshal
Kdward L. Hall,
II. W. Loomls.
Deputy U.S. Marshal
IT. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. W. Flemlnic,
J. M Walker. Santa Fe Keicister Land Olllce
Pedro Delicado, Santa Ku Rec'v'r Land Olllce
John D. Bryan, LusCruces Keic'r Land Olllce
J. 1'. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Hec'v'r L'dOfflco
Klcluird Younic. Koswell
Keic'r Land Olllce
W. G. Cosicrove, Koswell. Hec'v'r Land otlice
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Keic'r Land Oil Co
II. Ü. I'lckels, Clayton,
Kec'v'r Land Otlico
(.'hurles F. Kusley,

TKUIUTOHIAL.

Solicitor General
District attorney
"
T. N. V 11 Person. Alb'que,
"
"
A. II. llurllee. Silver City,
"
II. M. Pauicherty. Socorro,
"
"
A. A. Jones, Las Veicas,
'
"
John Franklin. F.ddy.
Librarian
Jose Seicura,
Clerk Supreme Court
il. S. Clancy.
E. II. Bericmann.Superlntendent penitentiary
Adjutant General
Geo. W. Knnebcl,
Samuel Eldodt.
Treasurer
Auditor
Marcelino Garcia,
Supt. of Schools
Amado Chavez.
M. S. Hart.
Coal Oil Inspector
J. I. Victory,
J. H. Crist, Santa Fe.

K. L. Ynnnif. Las Cruces.

í

COUKT OK I'ltlVATB

LAND CLAIMS.

R. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
Atsoeliit.i" .T.ii lfi'u Wllliur F. Stone, of Col

Joseph

orado; Thomas 0. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
of Missouri, United
Matt G. Reynolds,
Status Attorney.

,

I

COUNTY.

Probate Judien

R. V. Newsham,
N. A. Bollcli,

Treasurer

Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

E. M.Vounic.

Baylor Shannon,
A. B. Laird,

i

i

T. N. Uhllders,
G, R. Brown,
J. N. Upton,

A. J. Clark.
Thomas Foster
B. T. Link,

CITY

J.
J.

W.
W,

0.

L.

ay or

Fleming
Carter.

Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
urshal

Win. F. Lorenz,
Frank Wrlicht,

Cantlcy,

HOARD

C.

OF EDUCATION.

Wm, Brahm,

Bennett,

R. L. Powel.
COVNCILMKN.

M. K. White,

Martin Malier

Jas. Glllett,

Geo. I). Jones.

riltK DKl'ABTMKNT.

Chief
Assistant Chief
C. C. Whitehlll
Foreman. R. B. Hose Co.
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
Steve Uhlo
W. F. Lorcnz Foreman, Hook and LadderCo
L. A.

Skelly

St, Georiee Robinson

Sliver City Tost unite.
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m
to 7 p. m.
Open Sundays from 9 to 0:40 a. m., and ono
hour after arrival of railway mail.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from Ha. m. tot) p.m.
Mail closes for Fort Bayard. Central, Hanover, Georgetown and all railroad points dally at 0:25 a. in.
Mall closes for MoroHoii and all Intermediate points at 8 a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays

i
I
I

and Fridays,
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:1ft p. ni.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
daily at 4 p. m.
Mall arrives from Moicollon and Intermodl- ate points at 7 a. in., Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mali arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 0:;t0 a. in.
I,, a. Skvt.t'"
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CHARACTER OF ISABELLA.

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

2,

eign sources. The Cotton Spinners'
association of Japan is the most reliable
source of information, and that placed
the number of spindles in 1894 at 886,265,
yet the Yokohama chamber of commerce placed the number in 1893 at
about 600,000. Between these two authorities we put our estimate of 500,000
spindles. The cotton mills of Japan
will never be able to spin from the native cotton very fine yarn. The cotton
is not suitable for anything but for the
spinning of coarse, yarns.

The Beautiful Consort of Ferdlnanl Who
Helped Columbus. .

Isabella was a lady, she was a queen,
and, above all she was an autocrat.
Gracious and gentle in her manner,
says R. Ulick liurke's "A History of
Spain," she brooked no opposition from
prince or peer,' and she soon made it
.known and felt throughout Spain that,
although she was the daughter of John
II. and the sister of Henry IV., her
will was law in Castile. Beautiful,
virtuous, discreet, with that highest expression of proud dignity that is seen in
a peculiar simplicity of manner, with
a hard heart and a fair coutenance, an
inflexible will, and a mild manner-someth- ing
of a formalist, more of a
bigot Isabella united much that was
characteristic of old Castile with not a
little that was characteristic of new
Spain. And if her boldness was inherited from the Cid, her bigotry was
bequeathed to Philip II.
No man can read the history of the
times without being struck by the enormous personal influence of Isabella.
An accomplished horsewoman, a tireless
traveler, indefatigable in her attention
to business of state, the queen with her
court moved about from place to place,
swift to punish crime and to encourage
virtue, boldly composing the differences
and compelling the submission of rival
nobles, frowning upon the laxity of the
clergy, denouncing the heresy of the
people and laying a heavy hand upon
enemies of every degree and evildoers of
every class. In Andalusia the unaccustomed and unexpected presence of the
sovereign was everywhere productive
of peace and order. Even in the remotest
districts of Galicia the royal power was
felt. Over fifty fortresses, the strong- hold of knightly robbers, were razed to
the ground, and one thousand five hun-- '
dred noble highwaymen were forced to
fly the kingdom.

-

NEVER GROW

61,200-spindl-

80,000-spindle- s,
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practice In all the courts of tho terri-

tory.

corner Texas and
Spring streets.
N,
SILVER CITY
OHlco

0

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office In Broadway Hotel
SILVER CITY

II.

L. PICKET,
ATTORNEY

A Wily Scotchman.

Was not this the retort courteous? It
was the custom in Scotch parishes for
the minister to bow to the laird's pew
before beginning his discourse. On one
occasion the pew contained a bevy of
ladies," and the minister, feeling a delicacy in the circumstances, omitted the
usual salaam. When they next met
a Miss Miller,
the laird's daughter
widely famed for her beauty and
afterward countess of Mar rallied
the minister for not bowing to her from
the pulpit. "Your ladyship forgets,"
replied the minister, "that the worship
of angels is not allowed by the Scotch
church."
A little
taught by
her good mamma to pray regularly
every day, but the requests made were
the same night and morning, week in
and week out. Finally her mamma
suggested a change for the next day,
and what was her surprise to hear the
dear little innocent pray that God would
make her " 'absolutely pure' like the

baking powder in pr.T.i's paper."

N. M.

AT LAW.

SILVER CITY

N. M.

of Grant

'.:

Absolutely Pure.
Ohio girl was

M.

1AMES 8. FIELDER.

A.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Physical System Which Merer ristrlct Attorney for Counties
and Sierra.
Wear Out. .
his work on the senile heart Dr. FILVER CITY

,

Cotton manufacturing in Japan is the
of the last fifteen years. Nota
cotton mill, with one exception, of
those now in operation was in operation prior to 1880, says the Industrial
Record. There is now running in
Kagoshima a mill of 8,0;0 spindles that
has been in operation since 18(15. In
1880 and 1881 an era of cotton manufacturing was inaugurated by the erection
of 14,000 to 15.000 spindle mills. In 18S2
e
mill was put up at
a
Osaka. The mill is the largest ever
erected in Japan. There are two
one at Tokio and the other at
' Osaka. The hitter location is the principal manufacturing center in the emof
pire. Nearly, if not fully, one-hathe cotton spindles are to be found
there. The otton mills at Osaka are
reported as paying average annual dividends of 18 per cent., the highest having
been 28 per cent, and the lowest 8 per
cent. Not more than about ten years
ago the people depended almost wholly
upon foreign products of factory-mad- e
cotton fabrics, while now not over a
'mrth of this demand comes from for

BAIL

& ANCHETA.

H. HARLLEE.

Balfour tells us that there are two parts
of the human organism which, if wisely
used, "largely escape senile failure."
These two, says the Medical Record,
are the brain and the heart. Persons
who think, have pften wondered why
brain workers, great statesmen and
others, should continue to work with
almost unimpaired mental activity and
energy up to a period when most of the
organs and functions of the body are in
a condition of advanced senile- decay.
There is a physiological reason for this,
and Dr. Balfour tells us what it is. The
normal brain, he affirms, "remains vigorous to the last," and that "because its
nutrition is especially provided for.''
About middle life, or a little later, the
general arteries of the body begin to
lose their elasticity and to Slowly but
surely dilate. They become, therefore,
much less eflicient carriers of the
blood to the capillary areas.
But this is not the ease with the internal carotids, which supply the capillary areas of the brain. On the contrary, those large vessels, "continue to
retain their pristine1 elasticity, so that
the blood pressure remains normally
higher than within the capillary area
of any other organ in the body. The
cerebral blood paths being thus kept
open, the brain tissue is kept better
COTTON MILLS IN JAPAN.
nourished than the other tissues of the
The Industry lia Grown Kupldly In the
body."
Mikado's lliuliu.

growth
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ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice In all tho Courts of tlio

fILVER CITY

p

j,

Territory.
N. M.

T. PHILLIPS.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

Office

at Bailey's drug Store.

Room's

Dr. Ballev's residence.
SILVER CITY

k OILBERT,
w ILLIAMS
PHYSICIANS AND

at

N. M.

SURGEONS.

Office In Broadway block.

SILVER CITY

N. M.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
) A.M.
Hi Silver City Chapter, No. 2,

Masonic

Hall. Regular convocations on id Wednesday evening of each month. All companions
Invited to attend.
E. Cosgrove, H. P.
Perry B. Lady, Sec'y.
P. &

A.
ñic Hall,
Silver City Lodge,
A

M.

No. 8. Meets

at

Mason-

over Silver City Nafl Bunk, the
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers invited to
attend.
0. Bennett, W. M.
Peimy B. Lady. Soc'v.
A E. S.
U. Silver City Chapter No. 3,0. E. S. Meets
every 1st anil 3d Tuesday In each month at
Masonic Hall. Miw. K. 0. T. Wakhen, W. M.
Mas. Neixy B. Lauy, Sec'y-

O.O.P.
It .las L. Rldgely Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d and th Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E.. Atkins, C. P.
J. J. Kem.y. Scrlbo.
T

I O. O. P.
I I Isaac Tiffany Lodge, No. in. meets at Odd
I'ellows' Hall. Bunk building, Thursday evenings. Members of the order cordially Inp. P. Jones, N. U.
vited to attend.
Chaui.es U. Bem Sec'y..
T
1

O. O. P.

Helen Lodge. No. 7, Roliekali Degreo
Meetings second and fourth Prlday nights In
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
13, Bank building.
Mus.M.A.Ciill.UElw,N. II.
Miss Peaui. Dotson. Sec'y
V OK P.
IV t Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
,
K. White. O. C
inviieu,
J. .1. SHEIIIDAÑ. K. R Si S.
t O. I!. W.
.At Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
month. Fellow workmen eonlliilly Invited,
O. L. CantIjKV, M. P.
E. M. Vounq, Rec.

TOPEKA
SANTA FE
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.

ATCHISON,

No.

No. 805.

80U,

Arrives.
8:15 p. m.
"
11:10
"
12:05
10:15 a. m,
"
0:10
"
0:30
4:10 a, m.

Leaves..

Departs.

destination.
Silver City
Denilng .
Nutt
- Rlneon
LasCrueos

I

1

El Paso.

'

w:5.r
I

12;5U

'

,

a. m.

12:23 p. di.

nu

1:40 p. in.
"
2:25
"
4:W

J:40 p. ra.
.

Arrives.
Agent

It. M. Stkckeh,

